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SVAZEK 29 (1984) AP LI KACE M A T E M A T I K Y ČÍSLO 1 
BIFURCATION THEORY OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT 
VON KARMAN EQUATIONS 
IGOR BRILLA 
(Received June 3, 1982) 
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall deal with the existence and analysis of solutions of the nonlinear homo­
geneous Volterra integral equation 
B3(t) = c B(t) B2(т) K(t - т) dт + e B(т)K(t - т) dт + (Xj - l) B(t), 
where B(t) is an unknown function, K(t — T) = exp [ —(1/jS) (t — T)] is the kernel, 
c, e, j , I are positive constants and X > 0 is a parameter. 
This Volterra integral equation can be derived as the first approximation of the 
generalized time dependent von Karman equations for viscoelastic plates of a standard 
material [1] 
(El) K(l + aDt) A
2w = (1 + fiDt) {X[w, F0] + [w, F]} , 
(E2) (1 + f$Dt) A
2F = -\hE(\ + aD,) [w, w] , 
defined in a rectangular domain Q = {(x, y) | 0 ^ x ^ a, 0 g y ^ b], where w is 
the transverse displacement of the plate, F is the stress function, A2 is the biharmonic 
operator, Dt = djdt, F0 is the stress function corresponding to the given boundary 
loading, E is the modulus of elasticity, h the thickness of the plate, K the stiffness 
of the plate, a > 0, /? > 0 are viscous parameters such that a > /?, X > 0 is the 
parameter of proportionality of the given boundary loading with respect to F0 and 
LJ' gj ~~ J xxdyy "T" JyyQxx ^Jxydxy ' 
We consider the following boundary conditions 
(E3) w = wvv = 0 , F = Fss = 0 on dQ , 
where wvv, Fss denote the second derivatives in the direction of an external normal 
and the tangent to dQ, respectively and homogeneous initial conditions 
w | r = 0 - F|,=0- = 0 on O . 
We take F0 in the form 
F0{x,y,t)= -y
2\2, 
which corresponds to a constant pressure at the edges x = 0 and x = a. 
The approximate solution of (El), (E2) with boundary conditions (E3) can be 
sought in the form 
_, .--, / x , mux . nny 
F{x, y,t)= X Amn{t) sin sin — , 
m = i ,2, . . . a b 
n=l,2,... 
/ v r . „ / v . Wrfx . nny n x » y> 0 = L Bmn{<) sin sm — . 
m=l,2,... a b 
n=l,2,... 
Restricting ourselves to the first terms, applying the Galerkin method and using the 
transformation 
Í: K ( ŕ - т ) Д т ) d т = (l +ßD,)-1f(t) 
for zero initial conditions we arrive at a system of two nonlinear Volterra integral 
equations, which after the elimination of A{t) give 
(1) B\t) = g - l\ 1 B{t) f B2(T) K(t - T) dT + 
+ P! - (~ - l\ f B(T) K(l - T) dT + f P 2 i ^ - P^ B(f) , 
where 
P! - 9K/c4(a2 + b2f\5\2hEa%* , 
p2 = 9Ic
2(a2 + b2)2j512hEa2 
are nonnegative constants. 
Definition. Function B(t) is called a solution O/(l) (/": 
a) B(t) is absolutely continuous on <0, oo); 
b j B ^ e C ^ x ) ) ; 
c) B(t) /ul/zls (1) On <0, co). 
Definition. A point X = Xcr is a critical point O/(l) if' 
a) for X < Xcr the integral equation (1) has only the trivial solution; 
b) for X = Xcr, in addition to the trivial solution there exist at least two sym-









(4) B'(t) = Ptopy-Pt-p^Q] ; 
aPt - 0XP2 + 3a B
2(0 - ( " - 1) f P 2 ( T ) K(t - x) dr 
for a.e. t e <0, oo). Since B(t) fulfils (1), for t e (0, oo) we obtain 
(5) aPx - PXP2 + a B
2 ( 0 - (-- l) B2(x)K(t - x) dx = 
\fi' J Jo 
",4-1)wlB(,)K{'~')i,>0-
However, the continuity of B(t), (4) and (5) implies B'(t) e C((0, oo)). Finally, from 
(4) we obtain the rest of the proof. 
We denote by SA(B) (t) the operator 
Sx(B) (t) = g - l ) \ P ( t ) £ B2(r) K(t -x)dx + 
+ P1f--l\- f P(T) K(t - T) dT + (P2X -? - P t ) B(t) • 
Then the equation (l) can be written in the form 
(6) B3(t) = Sx(B)(t). 
Let us define 
< " » - - % , • 
Lemma 2. The operator 5A is monotone for X ^ Xcr on the subset of nonnegative 
elements in £,«,(((), T)) for all T < oo; i.e., if Bx(t) ^ B2(t) ^ 0 for a.e. t e (0, T), 
then SA(BX) (t) ^ SX(B2) (t) ^ 0 for a.e. t e (0, T). 
The p r o o f of Lemma 2 is evident. 
Definition. The function Bi(l) (B2(t)) from C((0, 7̂ )) is an upper (lower) solution 
°f (6) if the inequality 
(8) S.(-»i)(0-5-»-(0 
(9) (Sx(B2)(i)^B\(t)) 
takes place for all t e (0, T) and for all T < oo. 
Remark 1. If there exists a solution B(t) of (1) with 
lim B(t) = B(oo) 
7 
than the Paley-Wiener theorem 
fe I B^f^ ~ T ) d T = B(m) f°f(T)d T) i m P l i e s 
Jt^co) = ( | - l ) f ^ 3 ( « ) + Pi (j- - l ) I B(oo) + ( P , ̂  - P . ) B(oo). 
Thus B(oo) = 0 or B2(oo) = P2X - Pt holds. 
3. EXISTENCE AND BIFURCATION OF A SOLUTION 
Theorem 1. If A < Xcr (Xcr is from (l)) then B(t) = 0 is the unique solution of (1). 
Proof. We consider X in the form 
where s > 0. Let us assume that there exists a nontrivial solution B(t) of (1). Then 
for tx = inf {t > 0; B(t) + 0} there exists <$' > 0 such that B(t) > 0 in (t1? t! + <5') 
(the case B(t) < 0 can be handled analogously). It is clear that for each r > 0 we can 
choose 0 < 6' < r with the above property. Moreover, there exists 8 (6' __ d > 0) 
such that 
max B(t) = Б(t! + ô) , 
(ti,ti+ô) 
Then for t = tY + S we obtain 
B3 k + ^) _ ( ? _ i ) i _ ( r . + 5) j " "
+ V ( r ) exp ["- i (r, + 5 - T)l _r + 
+ P.eflC.. + 8) - P. (^ - l ) i r + ^(T)expf" - i(f. + ,5 - T)"L _ 0 . 
Thus 
(10) B\h + 8) - (jj - l ) £ B
3(r, + 5) H _ / _ 1 AH + 
+ P ^ r , + 5) - P. (^ - l ) £_{,. + a)["i _ exp ( - i sX\ _ 0 . 
Since 1 > 1 - / ? / « > 0 and 1 _ 1 - exp (-(1//9) .3) we have 
B3 ( f l + 3) > tj _ j) /? 53 ( ? i + ^ n _ exp / i A-J 
Then we obtain from (10) 
Pl£B(tl + S) - J». (- - M B(h + 5)1*1 - exp ( - I $) 
from this inequality we deduce 
(11) 0 < exp (- 1 <A < 1 - ~ — = v < 1 . 
\ P J <* ~ P 
< 0 ; 
The last inequality takes place for 
(12) 8 < 1 - - - . 
(X 
Thus for s ;*> 1 — /?/a there exists no nontrivial solution of (l). In the case (12) we 
obtain from (11) 
3 > —/?ln i? = y > 0, 
which leads to a contradiction, since S can be chosen arbitrarily small. 
Consider 
(13) SXcr{B) (t) = B
3(t) ; te<0, GO) 
where Xcr is from (7). 
In the next two lemmas we construct a lower and an upper solution of (13). 
Lemma 3. The function 
; t є <0, oo) «*)-['. (j -.)]'"['- exp (-irj 
is a lOwer solution Of (13). 
Proof. Substituting Bo(0 *
n (13) successively we obtain 
SjJ*.) (<) - «,(«) - k !J - l ) J " (2«J - , « ) - . 




£ ( , ) . e x p ( - i - , ) - e x p ( - í , ) . 
Then L(t) > 0 for t e (0, oo) since a > fl. Thus we obtain 
SAcr(B0)(t) = Bl(t) 
because L'(0) = L(0) = 0. 
By elementary computation we can verify 
Lemma 4. The function 
B00(ř) = r I
J i ( ^ - l ) | 1 / 2 ; ťe<0,<x>) 
is an upper solution of (13). 
The main result is , 
Theorem 2. There exist at least three different monotone solutions Of (13) satis­
fying B(0) = 0. 
Proof. The operator SAcr is monotone on the set of nonnegative functions in 
Loo((0, oo)) (see Lemma 2). With respect to Lemmas 3 and 4 we can construct a non-
decreasing sequence {£?(*)}£0 where Bf+l(t) = SAcr(B,) (t) ( t e<0 , oo)) for i = 
= 0, 1 , . . . . Since SXcr(Bt)(t) = B?(t), we have 
(14) 0 = B0(t) = Bt(t) ^ Bi+1(t) = Baj(t) 
for t e <0, oo); i = 1,2,..., where B^l) is an upper solution. Taking the limit for 
i -> oo in (14) we arrive at a nonnegative function B*(t) e £^((0, oo)) satisfying (13) 
for all t e ( 0 , oo). Owing to Lemma 1, B*(l) is a solution of (l) . The monotonicity 
of B*(t) can be proved from (4) on the basis of (14). 
Since 
SxJ-B)(t)^-S,er(B)(t) 
we conclude that B**(t) = — B*(t) is a nonpositive solution of (13). Evidently the 
zero function is a solution of (13) as well. 
From the physical point of view it is convenient to put B(t) = 0 for t < 0 and 
B(t)(^}0 for t > 0 in the case X = Xcr. We use a similar convention in the case 
X > Xcr as well. 
Now we investigate the existence of solutions of (1) for X > Xcr. In this case we 
can write 
X = H±Z(i±e); e > 0 , . 
P2P 
and proceed analogously as in the case X = Xcr. In order to construct an upper solu-
tion we can apply Remark 1. 
10 
Lemma 5. The function 
B (0 =- jp t Г | (1 + в) - l"J| ; í є < 0 , æ ) 
is an upper solution of (6) and the function 
B0(t) = (P.e)
112 ; fe<0,oo) 
is a lower solution Of(6). 
The assertion of Lemma 5 is evident. 
Analogously to Theorem 2 we can prove 
Theorem 3 . There exist at least three different monotone solutions of (1) for 
X > Xcr. 
In the following theorem we prove the uniqueness of the corresponding branches 
for X > Xcr. 
Theorem 4. Let X > Xcr. Then there exist only three different bounded solutions 
of (!)• 
Proof. First we prove the uniqueness of the positive solution of (l). The uniqueness 
of the negative solution can be proved analogously. 
Let us prove the theorem by contradiction. Let Bx{t), B2(t) be two different solu-
tions. Let us denote 
H(t) = B,(f) - B2(0 • 
We have 
H(t) = (^ - i\ i fe(0 + 6,(0 B2(0 + B2(0 -
-G-O-if.^K-^-^]*-'11}"1' 
. f H(x) {B2(t) [ B . ( T ) + B 2 ( T ) ] + P.} exp I " - I (. - t ) l d r , 
which can be rewritten in the form 
(15) H(t) = J K(t, T) H(T) dT = 0 , 




• Г iчt) t в д + -шi + Piì ^P Г- - o - т)l dt 
We use the following notation 
G(t) = max H(x), 
тє<0,í> 
11/2 
L(t) = I" j " K2(/, T) d t l ; r ^ 0. 
Since J?i(t), ^ ( t ) are two solutions of (1), the inequality 
m" G " 0 « £ B?(T) exp [" \{t" T)] dT ~Pie= 
=Pi fi - o 1 ^7A r ^ T ) e x p i " - ̂  - T)idT > ° 
holds for t ^ 0. Hence from 
-5i(0 *2(0 + -9a(0 > 0 
we conclude that K(l, T) is well defined for t > 0 and 
G(t) < oo ; 
L(t) < oo for all t > 0 . 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (15) we successively get 
H(t) s r r H2w d^1 r r K^, T> dT?
2 ̂  GL^2 
and 
H(t) g GL r r K2(t, T) d^ r r T d r i 2 ^ 
/ . , . \ l / 2 
SGL2t21/2 ^ ... ^GLnl-\ for n = 0, 1, .. . , 
which imply H(t) = 0 for t > 0. Thus we obtain B^t) = B2(t). 
Corollary. Theorems 1 — 4 imply that the point lcr given by (7) is the critical 
point of (l). 
Despite of the fact that we consider only the first approximation of the sought 
solution (w, F) of the generalized von Karman equations, our results and the proper-
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S ú h r n 
TEÓRIA BIFURKÁCIÍ ZOVŠEOBECNENÝCH 
KARMANOVÝCH ROVNÍC 
IGOR BRILLA 
Práca sa zaoberá skúmaním existencie a bifurkácie riešenia nelineárnej homogénnej 
Volterrovej integrálnej rovnice, ktorú sme dostali ako prvú aproximáciu pri riešení 
zovšeobecnených Karmanových rovnic, ktoré popisujú rovnovážné stavy obdlžni-
kovej tenkej vázkopružnej dosky, na dva protilahle okraje ktorej pósobí konštantné 
rovnoměrné zaťaženie závislé od parametra úměrnosti zaťaženia. 
Authoťs address: RNDr. Igor Brilla, Ústav aplikovanej matematiky a výpočtovej techniky UK, 
Mlýnská dolina, 816 31 Bratislava. 
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